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Correlation Analysis of Man-made 

Underwater Sound and Fish 
Behavior* 

Akira TSUCHIYA， Yuichi OHTA， Minoru NISHIMURA and Chihiro MIYAZAKI 

Abstract 

In this report， a study is carried out on the method of system analysis which wilI be 

used for the assessment of the influence of the man.made sound on fish behavior in coastal 

water. The quantitative expression of fish respons巴 againstsound principaIIy could be 

obtained by the results of correlation between sound and variable of fish behavior. 

According to this concept， the acoustic and fish behavior measurement systems were 

arranged in the laboratory and in the field. The obtained time series data were analyzed 

by correlation technique. 

The results of this experiment shows that the average response time of crucian carp 

was about O. 4 to 1. 4 seconds， and for gray muIIet was about 3 seconds， under some 

limitation in observation space. Therefore， the response of fish against sound could be 

expressed quantitatively. 

1. Introduction 

Recently， the human activities are gradually increasing by developments in coastal water 

space e. g. marine airport， bridge， coast protection， etc. The problems arise that the man同

made noise of construction works， traffic， industrial installations on the adjoining shores， etc. 

exert some influences on fish behavior and fisheries in such area. 

Several investigations were done for the knowledge of the influence of sound on fish 

(MIYAZAKI， 1977; KONAGAYA， 1980). The results were discussed mainly on the relationship 

between overall sound pressure level SPL and eye-observed fish reaction. Moreover， the 

investigation in more details on sound reception in fish were carried out by HARRIS and 

BERGEIJK (1962)， TAVOLGA and WODINSKY (1963) and SAWA (1976)， etc. On the other 

hand， the analysis methods of fish behavior were established and using these methods for 

the behavior of fish has been investigated by ICHIHARA (1974)， SAKAMOTO et al. (1975，1976)， 

INAGAKI et al. (1976 a， b) and OKUBO et al. (1977). Sound control methods on fish were 

studied by MANIWA (1976)， KUROKI and KATAYAMA (1978) and TAKETOMI and MITSUGI (1971). 

*Contribution A No. 192 from the Faculty of Marine Science and Technology， Tokai University. Accepted 

September 24， 1980. This work was oraIIy presented at the Annual Meeting of Japan. Soc. Sci. Fish.-at 

Tokyo in April， 1979. 
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However， there is only few systematical method to obtain the quantitative retationships 

between sound and fish behavior. Then， TSUCHIYA (1979) reported a trial to investigate 

this relation. 

In this report， the authors wish to propose a new approach as in the following. 

(1) The overall SPL and sound pressure spectrum level SPSL for each frequency band 

are measured continuously in real time and recorded on magnetic tape. 

(2) The五shbehavior is recorded by video tape recorder VTR. This fish is in free 

swimming. Variables of fish behavior can be defined and the time series data are obtained. 

(3) The cross-correlation coe伍cientsbetween a∞ustic and fish behavior are calculated 

from the time series data. 

Following the above process， the experimental system was composed in laboratory and 

field， and the obtained data were analyzed. In this system， there was the limitation in 

observation space， however， the response of fish on sound could be expressed quantitatively. 

This report outlines the research work on the relationships between sound and fish behavior. 

2. Principle of system analysis 

2. 1 Fundamental concept 

This study is conducted essentially according to the flow chart as shown in Fig. 1. 

The measurements of underwater sound are aimed mainly on sound level， frequency and 

their respective time history. Here， the sound is measured and analyzed continuously by 

multichannel 1/3 octave band frequency analyzer. The time series data of SPSL at each 

frequency band are obtained by the analyzer. 

The fish behavior is expressed quantitatively as the factors of angle variation of fish 

direction， swimming speed， etc. In this study， the data reading from VTR display is adopted， 

and the purpose is to observe the swimming direction and position of free swimming fish. 

From the reading data， definitions are established on the variable of the above factors as time 

series data. 

In order to obtain the relationships of sound and fish behavior， the correlation analysis is 

performed using the time series data of sound and五shbehavior. This correlation is calculat-

ed by digital computer. 

2.2 Mathematical description of fi.sh behavior 

The numerical variable factors may be expressed in two-dimensional behavior of test fish. 

The origin of X-Y coordinate is located on the center point of underwater speaker， where 

X-axis coincides with acoustic axis as shown in Fig. 2. In this五gure，swimming direction 

D民 andhead point (XFi， YFi) of each fish are observed for a time interval of L1t. Angle 

variation of swimming direction FiA and swimming speed Fi V in L1t interval can be calculated 

by applying following equations， 

FiA(t) = IDFi(t) -DFi(t-L1t)1/ L1t， (1) 

Fi V(t) =〆L1XFi切干Z古河)/L1t， (2) 

where 
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Fig_ L Flow chart of this investigation_ 

t:1XFi(t) =XFi(t) -XFi(t-t:1t)， 

t:1YFi(t)= YFi(t)-YFi(t-t:1t)， 

Y 
DF i (t) 

Y F i(t) 

Y F i (t-.1t.) 

X F i (t -.1t) XF i(t) 

Fig_ 2_ Definition of fish swimming direction DFi and 

position (XFi， YFi) on X-Y coordinate_ WSP: 

Underwater speaker_ 

and i is the descriminating number of individual (i=1，2，……)-

The moving speed of gravity center as speed of shool (INAGAKI， 1976 b) is induced. The 

gravity center (XG， YG) and average moving speed of school G V can be calculated respec-

tively from the following equations， 

where 

噌 N

XG(t)=-土:EXFi(t)， 
lY i=1 

噌 N

YG(t) = 7-.¥-:E YFi(t)， 
lY i-1 

GV(t)=vJXG2(i)千LlYG2び)/t:1t，

t:1XG(t)=XG(t)-XG(t-t:1t)， 

t:1YG(t)= YG(t)-YG(t-t:1t)， 

and N is total number of individuals. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The extension of fIsh school can be defIned as the average separation distance of individuals 

AD as expressed in this equation， 

1 N-1 N 

AD(t) =--?，-:E :E Lらj(t)
Nし 2i-l j吋 +1

(6) 

where Li，j is the separation distance between Fi and Fj， and NC2 is the combinations of N 

things taken 2 at a time. 

The time series data of fIsh behavior may be calculated using the above equations (1)一(6).

2. 3 Correlation analysis between SPL and fish behavior 

The deviation of a time series data of sound X(t) and fIsh behavior Y(t) can be obtained 

× 
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from the average Xび)and~び) as follows， 

x(t) =X(t) -X(t) ， 

y(t)= Y(t)-Yδ). 

Then， the cross-correlation is given by 

唱 rTI2
CX，y(τ)=品十LTI2X(ω(山 )dt，

wherモ T is total sampling time and r: is time lag. 

The cross-∞rrelation coefficients between sound and fish behavior is 

Rx，y(τ)=CX，y(τ)/下/Cx，x(O)・Cyぷ0).

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The above relationships are refered to time series data of sound X(t)， but those relation-

ships could also be used to another parameter by replacing the term X(t) if it is necessary， 

depend upon the purpose of the investigation. 

3. Experimental systems and methods 

3.1 Aconstic and behavior measnrernent systerns 

Following the explanation in Section 2.1， the experimental systems were arranged. In this 

arrangement， the measurement was made on acoustic and rrsh behavior. 

(1) Sound radiation and receiving system 

The stimulus sound was radiated. This sound was received and analyzed and then recorded. 

The process of sound radiation and receiving system is shown in the block diagram (Fig. 3). 

In this experiment， the radiated sound using random noise generator consists of pink noise， 

white noise， etc. On the other hand， the radiated sound using tape recorder consists of air-

craft noise， construction noise， etc. The signals were amplified and radiated by using aerial 

or underwater speaker. 

The sound in water was received by underwater microphone (Fig. 4) and ampli五edby 

underwater sound level meter (Fig. 5). Then this sound was fed to the multichannel 1/3 

octave band frequency analyzer (MST-IK2). This MST-IK2 has the capacity to measure 

continuously the level variation of sound at each frequency band. Fig. 6 is a block diagram 

of MST -IK 2. The signals from underwater microphone were attenuated， amplified and fed 

to a bank of 1/3 octave bandpass filters. 

The selected 6-channel outputs were attenuated， amplified and recti五edin RMS value. 

Then the outputs were recorded on the 6-channel pen recorder. Simultaneously， the overall 

signals (from 10 Hz to 10 kHz) were recorded on magnetic recorder. The time history data 

of 1/3 octave band sound pressure level BSPL at each frequency band were obtained by 

means of the above method. 

The term of spectrum level refers to the level of a sound wave in a frequency band 1 Hz 

wide. Assuming the underwater sound has a flat spectrum in a frequency band of each 

filter， sound pressure spectrum level of center frequency in filter is 

SPSL=1/3BSPL-1O log t1j， (11) 
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Fig. 5. Frequency characteristic of underwater sound IeveI meter. 

where t1f is the bandwidth in hertz of 1/3 octave band filter (URICK， 1975). In this study， 

the SPSL in decibel dB referred to 1 micro pascal μPa， was calculated by equation (11). 

(2) Fish observation and VTR recording system 

The block diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 7. The TV camera was positioned a 

few meters above the water surface. This camera was used to monitor the fish behavior 

when the fish were swimming free. The signals monitored by camera and the time signals 

generated by digital time counter were mixed and then were recorded on VTR. The direction 

and position data of individual fish were read by using reproduction display of VTR in each 

time interval. Then the angle variation of swimming direction， swimming speed， etc. were 

calculated from the obtained data. 

3.2 Laboratory e玄periments

The experimental vinyl water tank (270 cm in length， 180 cm in width and 40 cm in depth) 
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Ch.2 

Ch.3 

Ch.4 

Ch.5 

Ch.6 

Rl'<:.Output 

Fig. 6. Block diagram of multichannel 1/3 octave band frequency analyzer : MST -IK 2. 

Television 

Camera. 

Digital Time 

Counter 

Fig. 7. Fish behavior observation and recording system. 

as shown in Fig. 8 was laid on a rubber sheet (5 cm in thickness) in laboratory floor. This 

rubber was used to avoid the undesirable vibration. An underwater speaker was set up in 

one side of tank wall. The other walls were sloped to avoid the direct reflection and gene-

ration of standing wave by radiated sound_ The net pen (150 cm in length， 100 cm in width 

and 60 cm in height) was placed in tank. The diameter of netting twine is O. 3 millimeters 

and the mesh size is 24 millimeters. 

The TV camera was hung from the ceiling (ca. 200 cm above the water surface) to 

cover the whole sight of net pen. The chamber was arranged for avoiding any visual 

stimulus to fish. This chamber was provided with a natural lighting window at the upper 

side. 

The measuring instruments were placed outside the chamber. Five fishes of crucian carp 
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(Carassius carassius (LINNE))， 12 centimeters in mean body length， were used for this ex-

periment. These fish were removed from the keeping place to the tank about 10 hours 

before the experiment. To keep the ambient noise in lower level， the experiment was ca:rried 

out early in the morning. 

The sound radiation was repeated through underwater speaker. In this experiment， the 

underwater sound was received by microphone which was placed at about 200 centimeters 

away from underwater speaker. The received sound was analyzed by MST-IK2 and recorded 

by data recorder. Simultaneously， the fish behavior was recorded by VTR. Time series data 

of overall SPL and SPSL at each frequency band was sampled by using the output data of 

MST -IK 2， with sampling time interval of O. 2 seconds. The individual swimming direction 

and position were read from VTR at 0.2 seconds time interval. The correlation analysis 

was carried out by the digital computer (UNIVAC 1108， Tokai University Computer Center). 

3.3 Field e玄periments

The acoustic and fish behavior measurement systems were applied in the same treatment 

as laboratory experiment and the block diagram is shown in Fig. 9. The TV camera was 

五xedat about 3 meters above the sea surface and the underwater microphone was placed at 

about 1 meter below the sea surface. 

The net pen (6 m in length， 3 m in width and 1 m in depth) was located at the depth 

about 2 meters in the coastal water. Ten五shof gray mullet (Mugil cephalus LINNE) were 

used in this work. These fish were kept in the net pen the day before experiment. Sound 

from the aircraft or construction work recorded on magnetic tape was radiated in water 

through the underwater speaker and/or aerial speaker. Other treatments in this field experi-

ment were carried out the same as in laboratory. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1 E玄perimentsin laboratory 

The radiation of pink noise from underwater speaker was 3 seconds and reradiated after 7 

seconds， and repeated 6 times. Time series data of underwater SPSL at each. frequency band 

is shown in Fig. 10. And sound spectra of pink noise in ON condition and background 

noise in OFF condition are indicated in Fig. 11. Overall SPL is 37 decibels greater than 

that of background BG. 

Time series data of SPL， FV， DF， FA， GV and AD in 60 seconds was plotted in Fig. 12. 

The increase of each variable factor of fish behavior appeared in many cases when pink 

noise is radiated. 

The cross-correlation coe伍cientsbetween SPL and FV， SPL and FA for each individual 

were plotted in Fig. 13. The axis of abscissa shows the time lag τ(0. 2 s interval). The 

time lag corresponding to peak value of cross-correlation coefficients is abbreviated by τm・

In this figure， the values of τm range from 0.4 to 1. 4 seconds. If the fish responds to the 

change of sound， 'l'm could be defined as the average response time for sound. 

The time series data of 60 seconds was divided between五rsthalf and latter half. The 

l寄
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cross-correlation coe伍cientsof each haIf is shown in Fig. 14. Maximum value of the coe伍.

cients in五rsthaIf was 0.59 at !'m=O.6 seconds， in latter half 0.43 at !'m=1. 0 second. That 

is， the average response time of the latter haIf is longer than the first half. And the peak 

value of coe伍cientsin the latter half is smaller than the五rsthaIf. Furthermore， it was 

observed by VTR display that the fish activity in latter half is duller than the五rsthalf. 

Consequently， this means that the fish is gradually habituated to sound. 

Fig. 15 shows the relation between SPL and AD. In this experiment， since the peak of 

coe伍cientsis possitive value and appears in positive time lag，五shschool tend to extend after 

sound radiation. 

The cross-correlation coe伍cientsbetween F A and FV are shown in Fig. 16. In all 

individuals， these coe伍cientshave peak at the time lag of 0 second. But the absolute values 

of cross-correlation gradient in positive time lag are smaller than in the negative time lag. 

Therefore， in this experiment the crucian carp tend to increase its speed after direction 

change. 

By the TV， it was observed that the only a fish respond immediately to the radiated sound， 

and the other individuals follow the first fish. Fig. 17 shows the cross-correlation coe伍cients

between Fi V of individual and Fj V of other fish. All the coe伍cientsof Fj V against the 

F2 V have peak values in the positive time lag. Fish F2 is most active and the first individual 

having response on radiated sound. 
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4.2 E玄perimentsin field 

337 

The landing sound of aircraft， Lockheed 1011， was radiated by underwater speaker to the 

fish school in the net. Time series data of radiated sound in sea water are shown Fig. 18 

at each frequency band. The overall SPL is about 15 decibels higher than BG level. The 

quick response time of gray mullet is marked as⑨. An example of swimming track of fish 

in the range from 0 to 15 seconds CFig. 18) is plotted in Fig. 19. A few seconds after 

the sound radiation was started， the gray mullet fish swims away from speaker. The time 

series data of this五shbehavior Cswimming speed and curvature) are shown in Fig. 20. 

Let us suppose， the bending of fish body is expressed in curvature. The fish body point 

A， B and C were fixed in VTR display as shown in Fig. 21. From these points， the radius 

of curvature R was calculated. Then 11R is the curvature of fish body. 

The cross.correlation coe伍cientsof curvature and FV in 0.5 seconds time lag interval 

were plotted in Fig. 22. 1n Fig. 20， it is clear that the time history pattern of fish curvature 

is almost similar to that of FV. Therefore， the correlation pattern is symmetric with respect 

to ordinate 0 second time lag. 

Cross.correlation coe伍cientsof SPSL in each frequency band and FV are shown in Fig. 23 
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curvature and FV (cf. Fig. 20). at the parameter of frequency in hertz 

(cf. Fig. 18，20). 

where the parameter is frequency in hertz. Especially， for 100 and 200 hertzs， the peak of 

cross-correlation coe節cientsapp回 redat the time lag of about 3 seconds. This is caused by 

the quick change of radiated sound in 100 and 200 hertzs (cf. Fig. 18). Therefore， the 

average response time of gray mullet in this experiment is estimated about 3 seconds_ 

5. Conclusion 

1n this study， the authors tried to establish a method in order to obtain the relationships 

between sound and fish behavior. 

Based on the present results， the following points should be noted here : 

(1) The average response time of fish for acoustic stimulus is obtained from， the calculated 

results of cross-correlation coe飴cientsbetween sound and fish behavior. 1n these experiments， 

the average response time of crucian carp for pink noise in laboratory was about O. 4 to 

1. 4 seconds， and that of gray mullet for aircraft noise in field was about 3 seconds. 

(2) By the results of cross-correlation coe伍cientsbetween Fi V and Fj V， the most active 

and the first individual having respon.se on sound radiation can be selected out among the 

fish school. 

(3) 1t was observed by VTR display that the fish response behavior for radiated sound 

tend to dull steadily. The cross-correlation coe伍cientsof SPL and GV were calculated in 

五rsthalf and latter half of 60 seconds time series data. From this calculation， the average 

response time of the latter half is longer than that in the五rsthalf. And the peak value of 
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coe伍cientsin the latter half is smaller than that in the五rsthalf. It is considered the reason 

is that the五shis gradually habituated on sound. 

Finally， the authors expect that the use of this analysis method will have a wide application 

in order to analyze fish behavior against any other stimulus. 
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人工的な水中音と魚の遊泳行動の相関解析

土屋 明・太田祐一 ・西村実・宮崎千博

要旨

沿岸海洋空間の積極的利用が進むにつれて，増加の一途をたどっている人工騒音が取ざたされて

いる昨今でも，各種人工音の沿岸魚に与える影響の程度を調査する最適方法は確立されていない.

この解決策の一助とするために，この報告では音と魚の行動との相互関係を解明する一つの手法に

ついて検討した.すなわち，水中に放射される人工音の音圧やこのスベクトルレベルなどの音響的

変量と個体や群の遊泳速度や方向などの行動変量に着目し，そしてこれらの変量の時系列データを

相関解析することにより，個体や群の音に対する反応特性のいくつかを客観的に表現する手法であ

る。この考え方に従って，音響放射・測定システムと VTRを用いた行動観測システムを実際に構

成し，数種の魚種を供試魚、として，室内ではビニール水槽をそして野外では網生筆を使用して実験

を実施した.そこで得られた各種のデータを用いて相関解析を行なった.その結果，相互相闘を求

めることにより，個体や群の応答の有無や応答がある場合の平均的応答時間などが得られた.例え

ばピンクノイズの断続放音に対するフナの平均的応答時間は約O.4~1. 4秒で，飛行音に対するボラ

のそれは約3秒であった.
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